serrated and to sharpen their extremities; as also
[see, the act. part. as below: and see also
 matière.]

10: see 8.

[sawing]. A woman who has the extremities of her teeth sharpened
[and serrated artificially: see 1]. (Mgh.)

Wood divided (or sawed) with the
[Mgh.]

Fourth [in some copies of the K; the
[Mgh.]

A seller of

[app. meaning He made it an ]
or he wore it as an
[and hence the
e xplain below: or] he clad him with an

[border of cloth]

[in Persian ] as though it were pared offfrom a root

and
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 Eli, or glasswort: (Mgh in the present
[and also potash, which is thence prepared; a
thing, or substance, well known, (K, TA) with
which clothes and the hands are washed; (TA; see
[and also] a remedy for
the mangle, or scab, and the itch; clearing to
the complexion, cleansing, emmenagogue, and abortive.

(K.)
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meaning potash]; syn. .
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